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Abbreviations Used in this Report 

 
¶ paragraph 
AA Appropriate Assessment 
AoF Area of Focus 
AONB Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
BGS British Geological Survey 
BHLR Bexhill-Hastings Link Road 
C&I Commercial and Industrial (waste) 
CDE(W) Construction, Demolition and Excavation (waste) 
CHP Combined Heat and Power 
DPD Development Plan Document 
EA Environment Agency 
East Sussex Reference to East Sussex in this Report includes the entire Plan 

area incorporating Brighton & Hove and the area of South Downs 
within East Sussex and Brighton & Hove 

ERF Energy Recovery Facility 
FPC Further Proposed Change 
HMO House(s) in Multiple Occupation 
HRA Habitat Regulations Assessment 
LAC Local Authority–Collected (waste) 
LDS Local Development Scheme 
LP Local Plan 
MM Main Modification 
MRF Materials Recovery Facility 
MSW Municipal Solid Waste 
Mtpa million tonnes per annum 
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework (‘The Framework’) 
pp planning permission 
PPS Planning Policy Statement 
RoC Review of Consents 
RSS Regional Spatial Strategy 
RTAB Regional Technical Advisory Body (for waste) 
SA Sustainability Appraisal 
SCI Statement of Community Involvement 
SCS Sustainable Community Strategy 
SEEAWP South East England Aggregates Working Party 
SEEPB South East England Partnership Board 
SEWPAG South East Waste Planning Advisory Group 
SoS Secretary of State 
SPD Supplementary Planning Document 
SSSI Site of Special Scientific Interest 
tpa tonnes per annum 
WCA Waste Collection Authority 
WLP Waste Local Plan 
WMP Waste and Minerals Plan (the East Sussex, South Downs and 

Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan) 
WPA  Waste Planning Authority 
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Non-Technical Summary 
 

 
This report concludes that the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove 
Waste and Minerals Plan provides an appropriate basis for the planning of the 
area over the next 15 years providing that a single main modification is made to 
the plan. The Authorities have specifically requested that I recommend any main 
modifications necessary to enable them to adopt the Plan.  Only 1 main 
modification is recommended, upon which public consultation was required (and 
has been carried out).  The main modification is represented by a specific Change 
put forward by the Authorities.  It is summarised as follows:  
 

• MM1 -  Insertion of the Model Policy as Policy WMP1:  Presumption in 
Favour of Sustainable Development. 

 

(Other modifications put forward by the Authorities, and arising out of the 
discussions at the Examination Hearings, are referred to in the Report.  Whilst 
these represent minor modifications which neither individually nor collectively 
amount to Main Modifications on which public consultation would have been 
necessary, I commend these particular changes to the Authorities in the interests 
of clarity). 
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Introduction  

1. This report contains my assessment of the East Sussex, South Downs and 
Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan in terms of Section 20(5) of the 
Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended).  It considers first 
whether the Plan’s preparation has complied with the duty to co-operate, in 
recognition that there is no scope to remedy any failure in that respect.  It 
then considers whether the development plan document (DPD) is compliant 
with the legal requirements, and whether it is sound.  The National Planning 
Policy Framework (the Framework) at paragraph 182 (¶182) makes clear that 
to be sound, a local plan should be positively prepared, justified, effective and 
consistent with national policy.  

2. The starting point for the examination is the assumption that the local 
planning authorities have submitted what they consider to be a sound plan.  
The basis for my examination is the submitted draft plan (June 2012) which is 
substantially the same as the document published for consultation in February 
2012 save for some minor clarifications. 

3. In accordance with section 20(7C) of the 2004 Act the Authorities requested 
that I should make any modifications needed to rectify matters that make the 
Plan unsound/not legally compliant and thus incapable of being adopted.  My 
report deals with the main modification that is needed to make the DPD sound 
and legally compliant and it is identified in bold in the report (MM1).  The Main 
Modification represents the insertion of a new policy intended to confirm that 
the Plan contains a presumption in favour of sustainable development.  The 
Framework indicates that policies in local Plans should follow the approach of 
the presumption in favour of sustainable development and a nationally 
suggested model policy has been published for consideration.  The draft Waste 
and Minerals Plan (the WMP) did not include the model policy, and so it was 
necessary to soundness to include it via a Main Modification.  A 4-week public 
consultation was carried out on the Main Modification between 12 October and 
9 November 2012.  I have taken the consultation responses into account in 
writing this report. 

4. Other Further Proposed Changes (FPC) put forward by the Authorities1 
represent ‘additional modifications’ in the terms of the new Section 20 of the 
2004 Act2 as amended by Section 112 of the Localism Act 2011, which came 
into force on 15 January 2012.  These modifications do not go to the main 
issues of soundness, do not require my endorsement, and can be made by the 
Authorities on adoption.  Having said that, some such modifications are 
identified in my Report as arising out of the discussions at the Examination 
Hearings:  and I commend these to the Authorities in the interests of clarity. 

 

 

                                       
 
1 All FPC are set out in the Appendix to this report. 
2 The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
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Assessment of the Duty to Co-operate 

5. Section 20(5)(c) of the 2004 Act requires that I consider whether the 
Authorities  complied with any duty imposed on them by Section 33A of the 
2004 Act in relation to the Plan’s preparation. 

6. The Duty to Co-operate as set out in section 110 of the Localism Act 2011 
requires mutual co-operation on the part of those persons and bodies which it 
prescribes:  co-operation to consist of constructive, active and ongoing 
engagement in any process by means of which activities in subsection (3) are 
undertaken.  These activities include the preparation of development plan 
documents and other local development documents (including activities that 
can reasonably be considered to prepare the way for such documents), and 
activities that support the preparation of such documents so far as relating to 
a strategic matter.  Included in the definition, given at subsection (4), of a 
strategic matter is sustainable development or use of land that has or would 
have a significant impact on at least two planning areas (including in particular 
such development or use in connection with infrastructure that is strategic). 

7. Regard is to be had to the activities of prescribed persons insofar as those 
activities are relevant to the preparation of development plan documents.  
Section 110 (1) inserts into Part 2 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase 
Act 2004 (local development), after section 33,  the new section 33A which 
states at subsection (1) that each person who is (a) a local planning authority, 
(b) a county council in England that is not a local planning authority, or (c) a 
body, or other person, that is prescribed or of a prescribed description, must 

co-operate with every other person who is within paragraph (a), (b) or (c) 
with the proviso at subsection (8) that a person, or description of persons, 
may be prescribed for the purposes of subsection (1)(c) only if the person, or 
persons of that description, exercise functions for the purposes of an 
enactment. 

8. The bodies and persons so prescribed are set out in the Town and Country 
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 at Part 2 section (4).  
Examples3 relevant to the WMP are (a) the Environment Agency, (c) Natural 
England, (k) each highway authority and (l) the Marine Management 
Organisation;  and each local enterprise partnership. 

9. Thus, the duty to co-operate, the matters on which that duty is required to be 
exercised, and the persons and/or bodies who are required to engage in that 
duty, are specifically defined by the legislation and are neither general nor 
open-ended.   

10. Written evidence of the exercise of their duty to co-operate has been 
submitted to the Examination by the Authorities in the following forms:  in the 
Statement on the Duty to Co-operate (CD/6);  in the Authorities’ Position 
Statement on the Duty to Co-operate – Main Matter 18 (ESSDBH/9);  and in 
their Response to Inspector’s Request – Duty to Co-operate – Additional 
Information (ESDBH/22).  In addition, a dedicated Hearing session was held, 

                                       
 
3 This is not a comprehensive list:  the full list is set out at section (4) subsections (1) and (2) of the 

Regulations. 
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at which oral evidence was given.  Collectively, the evidence demonstrates 
that in terms of the duty as set out in the legislation the Authorities have met 
the requirements, for the following reasons. 

 

Waste 

11. The Authorities have collaborated on policy formation with the Districts and 
Boroughs of East Sussex, by means including meetings of the Local 
Development Framework Forum;  and have also conducted liaison with District 
and Borough Councils adjacent to the Plan Area.  (They have also co-operated 
with Town and Parish Councils within the Plan area through the attendance of 
Officers at specially targeted workshops and at Parish and Town Council 
meetings). 

12. Throughout the emergence of the WMP the Authorities have co-operated with 
other Waste Planning Authorities in the south east through the previous South 
East England Partnership Board (SEEPB) via the Regional Technical Advisory 
Body (RTAB).  The relevant bodies now meet as the South East Waste 
Planning Advisory Group (SEWPAG) to discuss waste planning issues, thus 
providing continuity of this well-established collaboration.  The arrangement, 
specific to waste planning, in itself ensures a fundamental level of co-operation 
between the bodies engaged in the planning of waste management facilities at 
a level which is strategic as defined in the legislation on the duty to co-
operate. 

13. An additional grouping of authorities in the south east works collectively on a 
variety of issues including waste.  This group is known as the SE7 and includes 
East Sussex County Council, Brighton and Hove City Council, West Sussex 
County Council, Surrey County Council, Hampshire County Council, Kent 
County Council, and Medway Council.   

14. The Authorities have also conducted specific liaison with other Waste Planning 
Authorities within and beyond the south-east.  In particular, such engagement 
has centred upon the ability for other areas to receive from East Sussex 
residual waste for land disposal now and in the future, during the currency of 
the WMP;  and upon the ability of facilities in other areas to continue to 
receive imports of hazardous waste from the WMP area.  In relation to landfill, 
the exercise began with a thorough search of 29 other WPAs’ waste statistics 
and planning policies as contained in publicly available documents including 
adopted and emerging waste plans;  and progressed to engagement through 
individual letters, follow-up by e-mail, and telephone conversations in which 
particular issues were discussed in detail.  In their conduct of the exercise the 
Authorities have demonstrated a co-operative approach which goes beyond 
mere consultation to reach active engagement.  (The details of the exercise 
are set out in CD 33 and more fully in Document ESSDBH/22). 

15. The exercise did not always result in agreement on the appropriateness of the 
Authorities’ approach to residual landfill as set out in the WMP.  Staffordshire 
County Council made written representations in objection to it, and Surrey 
County Council officers appeared at the relevant Hearing sessions to state 
their own council’s concerns.  However, co-operation is not necessarily 
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synonymous with ultimate agreement.  Though agreement may result from 
co-operation, it may not.  What is crucial to co-operation is genuine 
engagement, at a level appropriate to the matters concerned.  Those 
representations made in objection to the WMP (including those made by 
Rother District Council in relation to Pebsham landfill within its district) result 
not from a lack of engagement but in response to disagreement on highly 
specific matters on which engagement took place. 

16. In terms of waste arisings and the provision of waste management facilities 
within the WMP area, itself spanning several planning authority areas, the 
overall quantities involved and the necessary scale of provision justify the 
consideration of waste as a strategic matter.  However, in considering in 
particular (in relation to the duty to co-operate) the export, to landfill, of 
residual waste from East Sussex it is important to be aware of the quantities 
to be involved.  These have a considerable bearing upon the significance of the 
effects upon the planning areas concerned and consequently upon whether the 
particular matter is strategic in terms of the duty to co-operate (section 110, 
subsection 4 of the Localism Act 2011).  WMP Table 9 summarises, on the 
basis of a range from minimum to maximum, the cumulative forecast 
requirements for non-inert land disposal of residual waste (that is, the 
quantities taking into account the increased levels of recovery proposed in the 
WMP).  Table 9 shows a cumulative figure in the range 986,000 – 2,335,000 
tonnes for the entire Plan period to 2026. 

17. These figures represent C&I waste disposed of, post-recovery, through 
contracts between commercial waste operators.  The energy recovery facility 
(ERF) at Newhaven accounts for municipal solid waste (MSW) and other local 
authority collected (LAC) waste:  and its residual products of combustion are 
accounted for either as hazardous waste or as recovered and recycled 
material, and so do not contribute to the land disposal figures in Table 9.  The 
numerical basis of Table 9 is shown in more detail at Table 60 of CD 234.  
These figures show projected annual demand in the range (min-max) 79,000 
– 181,000 tonnes for the year 2014-2015, progressing downwards to 28,000 – 
107,000 tonnes for the year 2025-2026.  These figures indicate that the 
relatively minor quantities of residual waste concerned would not generate a 
significant impact in terms of the duty to co-operate under the Localism Act. 

18. Concerning importation of London’s waste, the Authorities engaged on an 
individual basis with those bodies with whom they were obliged to co-operate 
according to the Duty (and also with other stakeholders including waste 
operators).  The full lists appear at Document ESSDBH/22, ¶1.12-1.13.  
Engagement also took place via SEWPAG.   

Minerals 

19. Similar strategic liaison has occurred with minerals issues.  Again, following 
the demise of the SEEPB, the Regional Aggregates Working Party has 
continued to meet as the South East England Aggregates Working Party 
(SEEAWP).  The Authorities have been active members of these organisations.  
One outcome of the liaison through these organisations was that East Sussex 

                                       
 
4 CD 23:  Review of Future Waste Management Capacity Requirements, by AEA Technology plc 
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has been agreed to be a special case for aggregates:  none of the south east 
minerals planning authorities have objected to the Plan’s approach on 
aggregates).  Full details of the membership of SEEAWP are set out at 
Document ESSDBH/22, ¶1.25.  On the particular issue of soft sand provision in 
the South Downs National Park, the Authority has led discussions between 
East Sussex and West Sussex County Councils and Hampshire County Council. 

20. The Authorities also discussed the implications of WMP proposals in Newhaven, 
Shoreham and Rye with the relevant District Councils;  and in the case of 
Shoreham Harbour, as part of the work on the Joint Area Action Plan 
Brighton & Hove City Council meets with Adur District Council, West Sussex 
County Council, the Environment Agency and the Shoreham Port Authority. 

Conclusion on the Duty to Co-operate 

21. On the evidence, therefore, I conclude that the Authorities have met the duty 
to co-operate with regard to the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & 
Hove Waste and Minerals Plan. 

Assessment of Legal Compliance 

22. My examination of the compliance of the East Sussex, South Downs and 
Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan with the legal requirements is 
summarised in the table below.  I conclude that the WMP meets them all. 

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Local Development 
Scheme (LDS) 

The approved LDS as revised in June 2012 identifies 
the WMP, with adoption expected in January 2013.  
The content and timing of the WMP are compliant 
with the LDS. 

Statement of Community 
Involvement (SCI) and 
relevant regulations 

The SCI was adopted in September 2006 and 
consultation has been compliant with the 
requirements therein, including the consultation on 
the post-submission proposed ‘main modification’ 
change (MM). 

Sustainability Appraisal 
(SA) 

SA has been carried out and is adequate. 

Appropriate Assessment 
(AA) 

The Habitats Regulations Assessment - Appropriate 
Assessment Report (December 2011) identifies 
those policies of the WMP which can be ‘screened 
out’, and those policies the implementation of which 
may give rise to the need for HRA screening and 
appropriate assessment at project level.  The Report 
concludes that an adequate framework exists within 
the WMP to enable the delivery of necessary 
measures to avoid or mitigate adverse effects on 
currently designated European sites.  

National Policy The WMP complies with national policy except where 
indicated and modifications are recommended. 

Regional Strategy (RS) The WMP is in general conformity with the South 
East Plan which represents the RS.  
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Sustainable Community 
Strategy (SCS) 

Satisfactory regard has been paid to the SCS. 

2004 Act and Regulations 
(as amended) 

The WMP complies with the Act and the Regulations. 

 

 

Assessment of Soundness  

Preamble 

Revocation of Regional Spatial Strategy (the South East Plan) 

23. It is the government’s clear policy intention, via the Localism Act 2011, to 
revoke the regional strategies outside London, subject to the outcome of 
environmental assessments currently being undertaken.  However, until such 
time as the South East Plan is formally revoked, the WMP must continue to be 
in general conformity with it. 

The National Planning Policy Framework 

24. The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) was published on 
27 March 2012, and sets out the government’s planning policies for England, 
and how these are expected to be applied.  The Framework does not include 
specific policies for waste, stating that national waste planning policy will be 
published as part of the National Waste Management Plan for England, and 
that the waste Planning Policy Statement (PPS10) will remain in place until the 
National Waste Management Plan is published.  Even so, the Framework 
introduces new policy matters in relation to soundness, which the WMP is 
required to address.  These are the new presumption in favour of sustainable 
development;  and a new soundness requirement, namely that local plans 
should be positively prepared. 

25. Taking the second matter first, the Framework states at ¶182 that the plan 
should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively 

assessed development and infrastructure requirements.  The WMP is based 
upon objective evidence:  of demand and supply in respect of minerals and 
waste;  of the available technologies;  and of the available locations for 
development.  On the presumption in favour of sustainable development, the 
WMP strategy both reflects the requirement for sustainability in development, 
and promotes such development: via the imperative to drive waste-related 
development up the Waste Hierarchy; via the regard to be had to transport 
constraints and other locational criteria;  and, in respect of minerals, via the 
requirement to look first to secondary sources of supply.  In these and other 
matters the WMP has been positively prepared and is sound.  The drive for 
continued improvement in recovery in particular represents a positive 
approach to waste planning and to sustainable development.  Overall the WMP 
would accord with these important new strands of government policy. 

The Model Policy 

26. In mid-April 2012 the government published a model policy was published to 
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be included in all development plan documents (local plans), to ensure 
implementation of the presumption in favour of sustainable development 
included in the Framework.  For reasons related to the timetable set for the 
WMP by the Local Development Scheme, and to the need for all 3 Authorities 
separately to put before their members the model policy, and for wider 
consultation to take place on the model policy as a Further Proposed Change 
to the Plan, it was not possible to include the model policy in the Submission 
document.  However, at the Hearings the Authorities put forward a proposed 
change in effect comprising the model policy.  A 4-week period of consultation 
followed, and my report takes into account the representations made on the 
policy.  

Main Issues 

27. Taking account of all the representations, written evidence and the discussions 
that took place at the examination hearings I have identified 7 main issues 
upon which the soundness of the Plan depends. 

Issue 1 – Whether the Plan makes adequate provision for land disposal of 
residual waste. 

28. Factors of significance contributing to consideration of this issue are the WMP 
approach to recovery provision and the reliance of the WMP upon the proposed 
high levels of recovery in reducing the amount of residual waste;  the export 
of correspondingly reduced quantities of residual waste (in particular C&I 
waste) to landfill disposal beyond the Plan area;  and to the decision of the 
WMP not to ‘save’ Policy WLP10b of the adopted East Sussex and Brighton & 
Hove Waste Local Plan 2006 which allocated the Ashdown Brickworks as a 
landfill site.  

Recovery 

29. The WMP provides for recovery within the suite of policies WMP 2a-2e.  
Together these encompass the practical promotion and, so far as is possible 
within the scope of a development plan, the implementation of waste 
minimisation (2a and 2d – the latter dealing with construction, demolition and 
excavation (CDE) wastes), recycling and recovery (2b – turning waste into a 
resource and 2e – waste management in new development), and the 
production of energy from waste (2c). 

30. Provision for municipal solid waste (MSW) subsequent to recycling is made 
principally by the Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) at Newhaven, which became 
fully operational from December 2011.  The contractual arrangements for this 
facility encompass waste collected by the local authority (LAC waste) which 
itself includes some Commercial and Industrial (C&I) waste.  MSW is to be 
recovered first, before C&I waste:  but the Environmental Permit allows for up 
to 20% C&I waste within the overall quantity of waste to be processed by the 
facility.  This currently operates at around 240,000 tonnes per annum (tpa), 
the experience so far being that the ‘downtime’ for maintenance (of each of 
the 2 lines, in turn) is not as great as was first thought, leading to an 
enhanced capacity over and above the nominal capacity of 210,000 tpa.  
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Therefore, a significant proportion of C&I waste could be processed by the ERF 
during the Plan period, and its residual products will not be counted5 as 
residual non-inert waste to be landfilled, shown in WMP Table 9.  

31. The WMP targets for MSW recycling (at 45% for 2015/16 and 50% for 
2020/21) are somewhat lower than those of the South East Plan (SEP) (at 
50% and 55% respectively) but correspond to the national targets for 2015 
and 2020.  The 45% target reasonably reflects what is practicable for the Plan 
area as a whole, given for example the current difficulties of achieving high 
recycling levels in areas of deprivation and in urban areas of flats or large 
numbers of houses in multiple occupation (HMO).  The ERF contractual 
arrangements would not preclude higher levels of recycling should these 
become achievable.  C&I waste recycling levels are already (at 68%) higher 
than those set in the South East Plan for the period up to 2025 (50%-65%).   

32. The WMP assumes very high levels of overall recovery for MSW, C&I and CDE 
wastes:  in the order of 95%-98%.  The justification for such levels is 
demonstrated in the evidence base at CD 23 (the AEA Report on the Review of 
Future Waste Management Capacity Requirements).  For each waste type (by 
waste code) within the categories of C&I and CDE waste, the AEA Report 
explains the scope for achievable diversion from landfill.  The AEA Report does 
not simply accept or set a target for CDEW recycling, acknowledging the 
difficulties of obtaining data for CDEW re-use and recycling (as such waste 
often does not pass through licensed sites in the course of its management) 
and making use of the ‘point of production’ method piloted by the Building 
Research Establishment.  The summary figures for projected quantities are 
given for a range of growth scenarios, and WMP Table 9 based upon the 
evidence contained within the AEA Report. 

Recovery Provision 

33. The provision made by the WMP for built recovery facilities reflects not only 
the high forecast levels of recovery for waste generated within the Plan area, 
but additional recovery provision aimed at meeting the SEP requirement for 
net self-sufficiency.  This provision is made in line with the WMP approach that 
residual landfill needs (primarily for C&I waste) could be largely met, via the 
market, outside the Plan area.  Such additional recovery provision would 
therefore cater for a certain amount of waste arising outside the Plan area, up 
to a level equivalent to the exports of residual waste to landfill, to reach net 
self-sufficiency.  Some cross-boundary movements are both a consequence of 
the market and a result of travel distance minimisation. 

34. There is already sufficient capacity within the Plan area for metal recycling and 
for inert CDE waste recycling.  (Hazardous waste is not included in any of 
these figures:  the WMP deals separately with hazardous waste, under Policies 
WMP5 and WMP8a and 8b which together safeguard existing management 
capacity and provide for more where need is demonstrated).  

35. Some Representors express doubts that the additional recovery facilities for 

                                       
 
5 The products of combustion are either recycled (bottom ash) or treated and landfilled as hazardous 

waste (fly ash) outside the Plan area.  
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which the WMP provides could be built within the necessary timescale, and 
that in consequence the Plan should provide for more landfill capacity as a 
contingency measure.  However, there is no hard evidence to support an 
assumption that the market would not generate proposals for additional 
recovery capacity, given the real disincentives to reliance upon landfill 
provision:  the sharp fall-off in its availability within the Plan area once the 
remaining capacity at Pebsham landfill is exhausted;  the absence of 
geologically favourable sites lacking other significant constraints;  the 
increases in landfill tax;  and transport costs reflecting poor transport 
opportunities within the Plan area.  In the early stages of the Plan at least, the 
absence of contingency provision for landfill would act as a powerful incentive 
to develop recovery capacity in line with the WMP policies which promote it. 

36. The Plan does not assume that an unrealistically large number of recovery 
facilities, in any size category, would need to be provided.  WMP Table 8 shows 
the potential indicative number of strategic built waste facilities to ensure net 
self-sufficiency for a range of recovery capacity:  and estimates 1-4 small 
facilities (of 50,000 tpa) and 1-2 large ones (of 100,000-150,000 tpa) to be 
required during any one of the 3 phases to 2015/16, 2020/21, and 2025/26.  
To this end it is appropriate that the safeguarding policy WMP5 should be 
applied to existing facilities and sites with permission, and site-specific 
allocations. 

37. A lesser emphasis in policy terms upon recycling and recovery would imply an 
inadequate commitment to sustainable development and to the Waste 
Hierarchy as set by the Waste Framework Directive.  In its new graphic 
representation, the Waste Hierarchy diagram (WMP Fig.1) makes clear that 
the lowest tier of the Hierarchy, to which the least preference should be given, 
is intended to cater only for that smallest element of waste which cannot in 
practical terms be dealt with by any means other than disposal, as a last 
resort.  If the WMP were to place less emphasis upon recovery, it would be 
interpreted as lacking urgency and force in its commitment to moving away 
from land disposal.  In that event the WMP would not properly represent a 
positively prepared plan, nor would it properly exercise a presumption in 
favour of sustainable development in the terms of the Framework. 

38. PPS10 remains extant, and states at ¶1 that government aims to break the 
link between economic growth and the environmental impact of waste.  This 
means a step-change in the way waste is handled, and significant new 
investment in waste management facilities.  The WMP emphasis upon 
necessary investment in recovery facilities therefore accords in all respects 
with higher-order policy.   

Landfill Provision:  Ashdown Brickworks 

39. Ashdown Brickworks, a large clay void currently active for the working of brick 
clay, is allocated in the Waste Local Plan (WLP) 2006, under Policy WLP10b, 
for non-inert landfill.  The allocation was made on the basis that the site would 
become available for landfilling by 2008, and that the anticipated start date 
and potential annual throughput would be investigated in more detail as part 
of the review of the WLP.  Since the WLP allocation no proposal has been 
made for landfill.  PPS10 makes it clear at ¶19 that allocations that are not 
taken up should be reviewed and updated as development plan documents are 
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reviewed and rolled forward, at least every five years.  It is therefore entirely 
appropriate that the WMP should review the position with regard to the 
allocation of Ashdown Brickworks in the WLP.  

40. The WMP now under examination does not itself include any specific site 
allocations, which are left to a subsequent development plan document, the 
Waste and Minerals Sites Plan.  In principle, it would be entirely appropriate 
for the WMP, given its status as the plan which sets out the strategic policy 
decisions for waste and minerals in the Plan area6, to include the allocation of 
a site if that site were to be regarded as strategic.  It is equally appropriate for 
a plan at that level to omit such sites, particularly if there is no demonstrated 
strategic policy imperative  to designate them.  The suggestion of some 
Representors that such a need existed, for a sub-regional disposal facility, was 
not supported by evidence. 

41. The WMP makes an explicit and extensive reference to Ashdown Brickworks in 
Section 3:  Providing for Waste – Land Disposal, explaining that the WLP policy 
for its allocation is not saved in the WMP.  Such a reference is necessary in 
order to meet the earlier requirement, now re-imposed by the Town and 
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 Part 4 Section 8 
subsection (5), that where a local plan contains a policy that is intended to 
supersede another policy in the adopted development plan, it must state that 
fact and identify the superseded policy.  Section 9 of the WMP tables all WLP 
policies to be superseded, under simple titular references.  Policies WLP10a 
and WLP10 b (site specific allocations for waste disposal to land) are listed as 
being replaced by Policy WMP7a - land disposal of non-inert waste. 

42. The expanded reference to Ashdown Brickworks in Section 3 of the WMP is not 
only appropriate, but necessary.  The WMP makes very little provision – and 
no entirely new provision – for landfill or landraise capacity.  The evidence for 
this approach is contained in various Core Documents, and in particular in the 
report entitled Landfill, Landraise and Surcharging in East Sussex, South 
Downs and Brighton & Hove at CD33.  Broadly speaking, the principal reason 
given, in terms of constraints, for the lack of new land disposal sites in East 
Sussex is unfavourable geology:  though reference is also made to the 
unsuitability of much of the highway network which lacks motorways and is 
largely without dual carriageways. 

43. In addition, at ¶3.45 the WMP explains the effect of the government’s landfill 
(land disposal) tax, both in imposing increasing penalties upon disposal to land 
and also in raising the size threshold of landfill site viability – so that now, for 
a non-inert waste land disposal site to be economically viable [it] must have a 
capacity of at least 1 million cubic metres and receive waste at a rate of no 

less than 150,000 tonnes per year.  However, Ashdown Brickworks, with its 
naturally-occurring clay base and potentially huge void, is an exception to the 
prevailing geology which, if geology and size were the only criteria, would 
obviously suggest itself as a suitable landfill site and one which would 
potentially be viable as a new facility.  In this context, adequate explanation is 
needed for the deliberate decision of the WMP not to save it as an allocated 
site for landfill within the Plan period. 

                                       
 
6 WMP p 4 Introduction 
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44. The explanation given in the Plan itself is based upon the current inadequacies 
of the surrounding road network to provide environmentally acceptable road 
access at a viable rate of fill.  The evidence submitted to the Examination, 
both prior to and during the Hearings, supports this view.  The existing 
approach to the Ashdown Brickworks site, from Turkey Road, is unsuitable as 
an access for HGVs associated with a landfill site in addition to those 
generated by the existing brickworks.  That is the established view of the 
Highway Authority.  The position on highway capacity and safety was debated 
at the Waste Local Plan Inquiry.  The WLP Inspector concluded that even an 
infill rate below 100,000 tpa (a level at which the viability of a new landfill site 
would be doubtful) would on these grounds require the construction of a new 
link road between the site and the A269 to provide an alternative site access, 
and a routeing agreement for HGVs to avoid the narrow and congested Sidley 
High Street.  Landfill capacity above 100,000 tpa would be dependent upon 
the provision of new highway infrastructure including the Bexhill-Hastings Link 
Road and the ‘Country Avenue’ road link to the proposed new site access road. 

45. The Bexhill-Hastings Link Road (BHLR) has made steady but slow progress.  
The BHLR is crucial not only to the potential development for landfill of 
Ashdown Brickworks but also, and more immediately, to the development of 
extensive new residential and employment areas to the north-east of Bexhill 
as set out in the Rother District Core Strategy Development Plan Document 
(DPD).  After a series of procedural delays involving questions of funding and 
legality the Link Road is now in prospect.  (Most recently, in October 2012, the 
High Court refused an application for permission for judicial review of the 
provisional funding decision for the Link Road, given by the Department of 
Transport in March 2012).  The position at the end of the Examination 
Hearings was that Orders had still to be confirmed and, allowing for 
construction time, it is unlikely that the Link Road could be open for traffic 
before 2015/6.  

46. The achievement of the BHLR, though a necessary condition, is however not a 
sufficient condition for the development of the Ashdown Brickworks site for 
landfill.  Such development would be dependent upon the additional 
construction of the road known as the Country Avenue:  itself dependent upon 
new development to the west of the BHLR at North East Bexhill, and further 
development between Ninfield Road and Watermill Lane.  Given the expected 
timescales of these developments, it would appear unlikely that the Country 
Avenue could be constructed before the mid-2020s.  Therefore a suitable road 
network for large scale HGV movements to serve Ashdown Brickworks is 
highly unlikely to be provided within the Plan period. 

47. PPS10 states at ¶18 that waste planning authorities should … avoid unrealistic 
assumptions on the prospects for the development of waste management 
facilities, or of particular sites or areas.  It would not therefore be appropriate 
for the WMP to save the WLP policy allocating Ashdown Brickworks, or in any 
other way to include it as a contributory element to landfill provision during 
the Plan period. 

48. Equally, it would be inappropriate for the WMP to introduce a policy absolutely 
to exclude the development of Ashdown Quarry as a landfill site, or to seek to 
prevent it coming forward if a need for the facility, sufficient on balance to 
outweigh harm, could be demonstrated.  PPS10 acknowledges at ¶3 that 
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planning strategies should [look] to disposal as the last option, but one which 
must be adequately catered for [my emphasis].  Policy WMP7a sets appropriate 
criteria to be satisfied by proposals for the disposal of non-inert waste to land, 
including at (a) that the waste to be disposed of cannot be managed in a 
manner which is defined further up the waste hierarchy;  and at (b) that there 
is a clearly established need for the additional waste disposal to land capacity 
which cannot be met at existing permitted sites either within, or at an 

appropriate distance beyond, the Plan area.  Criteria are also included, at (c) 
and (d) to prevent unacceptable risk to the environment (c) and unacceptable 
implications for communities through adverse impacts on amenity or highway 
infrastructure (d).  The WMP quite properly does not seek absolutely to 
exclude a proposal for waste development at Ashdown Brickworks.  

49. Ibstock questions the viability criterion suggested by the Authorities as a 
constraint upon the development of Ashdown Brickworks as a landfill site.  
However, each site quoted by Ibstock as operating at a lower input rate has 
been shown to be an existing site in which the necessary initial capital 
investment had previously been made:  rather than a new site which would 
require significant capital investment, in today’s economic climate, to become 
established.  Insufficient evidence has been submitted to demonstrate that low 
rates (around 100,000 tpa) of landfilling would be viable. 

50. Ibstock suggests that Cory Environmental Ltd opted not to proceed with a 
landfill scheme at Ashdown Brickworks because it wanted to await the 
preparation of relevant Waste Development Frameworks, and not because of 
viability issues.  However, the evidence is that Cory stated in a press release 
at the time (in relation to another site - Laybrook in West Sussex) that the 
firm had been reviewing the landfill proposals in the context of its other 
development opportunities nationally and having regard to diminishing 
government support for landfill.  No waste operator has put forward a proposal 
for landfill use either at Ashdown Brickworks, lending weight to the view that 
in current conditions a new landfill site might not be viable. 

51. Ashdown Brickworks has planning permission for mineral working until 2051.  
This is not seen by Ibstock as an impediment to development for landfill well 
in advance of that date.  However, the commencement of landfill operations 
during the Plan period would depend upon the advance extraction of clay in 
large quantities and its stockpiling within the site.  No proposal has been put 
forward to demonstrate how this could be achieved and how active uses as 
both brickworks and landfill uses could co-exist within the site.  No evidence 
has been put forward adequately to counter the conclusions of the Scott 
Wilson study (CD38) on Residual Waste from London in relation to the 
complexities of achieving voidspace:  that these would most probably result in 
a ‘stop-start’ release of airspace which would compromise the development of 
the facility as a landfill site even assuming that the problems of the necessary 
stockpiling and shifting of stockpiles could be overcome. 

52. In these circumstances, the provision of the WMP not to save Ashdown 
Brickworks as a strategic allocation for landfill does not threaten the 
soundness of the Plan. 

Landfill/landraise provision elsewhere 
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53. As at January 2012 the non-inert landfill capacity in the Plan area was 
estimated to be approximately 150,000m3.  Since the closure in 2009 of 
Beddingham Landfill (WLP Site Policy 10a) there has been insufficient landfill 
capacity within the Plan area to meet existing needs.  In this context it is 
important to safeguard current capacity at Pebsham.  The WMP does not 
encourage expansion of any waste facility beyond the current boundaries of 
existing waste sites:  so that safeguarding under policy WMP5 does not imply 
a predisposition to expand landfill/landraise operations at Pebsham.  To clarify 
the position in the face of fears by Rother District Council, the Authorities 
propose to add to ¶3.58 of the Plan the qualification that this is limited to the 
spare capacity permitted under RR/525/CM. 

54. Out-of-county movement of waste to landfill rose to 300,000 tonnes in 2010 
following the closure of the Beddingham landfill site.  However, the MSW 
proportion of this has now largely ceased with the operation of the Newhaven 
ERF, and MSW is now mostly dealt with inside the Plan area (with the 
exception of the incinerator bottom ash for recycling). 

55. The current position is that waste exported to landfill represents that 
proportion of C&I waste which is neither collected nor disposed of by the local 
authorities in the Plan area, but which is dealt with entirely by commercial 
operators under market conditions.  Tracking the quantities and the 
movements of such waste is widely acknowledged to be difficult, because they 
are dependent upon contracts with waste operators and upon the distribution 
of sources, transfer stations and destinations used by those operators:  the 
passage through a succession of transfer stations, for example, can distort the 
data on the origin and destination of such waste.  Export to landfill has, 
however, declined dramatically and the evidence is that there is the potential 
for this to decline further to a meagre amount (Doc ESSDBH/4 ¶2.10 and 
related references) as landfill tax increases, and recycling and recovery 
operation and investment become more viable. 

56. The Authorities established contact with waste planning authorities (WPAs) 
outside the Plan area, concerning their potential capacity for receiving residual 
waste to landfill exported from the Plan area by commercial operators under 
market conditions.  From among these WPAs emerged only a handful of 
representations criticising the approach of the Authorities to provide no 
additional residual landfill capacity in their WMP.  Of these, Staffordshire 
maintained that it currently provides a regional resource for the West 
Midlands, and that East Sussex could not rely upon that resource.  However, in 
relation to the bulk of C&I waste it is the market, and not the WPA, which has 
control over origin, movement and destination.  Given the increasing costs of 
transport and of landfill tax, the market will experience progressive 
disincentives to the export – and particularly the long-distance export - of 
residual waste to landfill in all but the most unavoidable circumstances.  The 
establishment of a ‘contingency’ within East Sussex, even if practicable (which 
at this stage Ashdown Brickworks is not) would bring about its own distortions, 
effectively encouraging continued reliance upon landfill where without such a 
contingency, market economics would dictate otherwise and promote recycling 
and recovery with only minimal disposal of the most intractable material. 

57. The South East Plan (SEP) expects, via Policies W3 and W4, that capacity for 
final disposal of residual waste to landfill will be provided in the south-eastern 
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counties, where appropriate.   Policy W3 refers to a declining amount of waste 
from London, and sets for East Sussex and Brighton & Hove an apportionment 
of 1.06 million tonnes for 2006-2010, and of 0.59 million tonnes for 2016-
2025.  The WMP provides for none.  There is very little existing capacity, and 
no suitable new sites, for landfill or landraise within the Plan area even to 
provide for the need for disposal of waste generated within the Plan area itself.  
There is no historical basis for the import of London waste for landfilling in 
East Sussex;  neither the rail network nor the road network is suitable for 
transporting waste from London.  The Authorities’ case draws on their Residual 
Waste From London Study (CD 38), which is based upon detailed, locally-
based evidence and points out that the apportionment methodology is crude 
and does not consider fully the deliverability constraints or the range of 
environmental impacts that would be generated.  The WMP concludes that 
there is no real prospect of waste travelling to East Sussex and there is no 

realistic expectation that appropriate land disposal capacity would be available. 
SEP Policy W4 appears to offer the qualification where appropriate to the 
provision of capacity for waste from London.   

Conclusion on Issue 1 

58. On balance the WMP approach to provision for land disposal of waste, 
including London waste, is not inconsistent with soundness;  and the Plan 
makes adequate provision for land disposal of residual waste. 

Issue 2 – Whether the Plan makes appropriate provision for the extraction 

of soft sand. 

59. Policy WMP10 governs the provision of aggregates.  The policy sets an overall 
rate of provision of 0.10 mtpa throughout the Plan period, and a landbank of 
at least 7 years of planning permission for the extraction of sand and gravel.  
These figures correspond to the overall apportionment set by the Secretary of 
State’s recommended Proposed Modifications to the SEP which raised the 
annual rate of provision from 0.01 mtpa in the original SEP.  Historically, East 
Sussex and Brighton & Hove have low levels of land-won aggregates 
production and in recent years have relied heavily on imports to meet 
construction demands. 

60. The SoS Proposed Modifications also included division of the landbank, where 
possible and appropriate, into separately defined provision for soft sand and 
for sharp sand & gravel.  It is the Authorities’ case that the increased 
apportionment figures take insufficient account of availability;  and that in East 
Sussex a separate apportionment for soft sand would not be practical or 
appropriate.  In the event the Proposed Modifications to the SEP were not 
finalised, the incoming government intending instead to revoke regional 
strategies including the SEP.  Nevertheless, the question of a separate 
apportionment for soft sand remains a material consideration. 

61. The WMP explains in the text accompanying Policy WMP10 that the soft sand 
resource in East Sussex is particularly constrained and production has been 
intermittent.  The area of soft sand in East Sussex is shown as the Folkestone 
Formation on the Simplified Geology map which accompanies the Plan.  There 
is only 1 small area of resource covering 67 hectares (as identified by the 
British Geological Survey (BGS) and 1 site (Stanton’s Farm) contributing to the 
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apportionment.  The current planning permission for extraction at Stanton’s 
Farm expires in 2016, and its reserves are estimated at 120,000 tonnes, 
though the amount of material extracted at Stanton’s Farm is commercially 
confidential.  The site, the Folkestone Formation, and therefore the entire soft 
sand resource in East Sussex lie wholly within the South Downs National Park.  
The SoS Proposed Modifications to the SEP did not provide an apportionment 
for the National Park.  The South Downs National Park Authority and the 
County Councils of East Sussex, West Sussex and Hampshire are currently co-
operating on a strategy for the provision of soft sand across the National Park.   

62. Whilst the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) at ¶145 states 
that minerals planning authorities should plan for a steady and adequate 
supply of aggregates by … making provision for the maintenance of landbanks 

of at least 7 years for sand and gravel, the Framework includes no 
requirement for a separate landbank in respect of soft sand.  Rather, the 
Framework at ¶142 reinforces the previous (and obvious) guidance that 
minerals … can only be worked where they are found.  Past intermittent 
working of the East Sussex resource may have been determined by particular 
factors such as difficulty in obtaining planning permission, and variations in 
demand.  However, although these factors might extend the length of time 
over which extraction could be continued, neither has been shown to prolong 
the effective life of the reserve to the point where a 7-year landbank could be 
demonstrated at any given realistic rate of extraction.  No evidence was put to 
the Examination to demonstrate that the reserves of soft sand were in fact 
greater than previously estimated by the BGS. 

63. Moreover, the setting of a landbank for soft sand in the WMP would serve to 
apply weight in favour of soft sand extraction in the National Park.  This would 
create an internal tension in the Plan, between Policies WMP10 and WMP1 – 
Minerals and Waste Development Affecting the South Downs National Park.  
Whilst the Plan text in the run-up to WMP1 explains that there is an existing 
soft sand resource within the National Park, new proposals for its extraction 
would have to comply with the policy.  This states that major minerals … 
development in the South Downs National Park should not take place except in 

exceptional circumstances, where it can be demonstrated to be in the public 
interest;  and that consideration will be given to (i) the need for the 
development …;  and (ii) the impact of permitting or refusing the development 
upon the local economy;  and (iii) the cost of and scope for developing outside 
the designated area or meeting the need in another way;  as well as (iv) any 
detrimental effect on the environment, landscape or recreational opportunities. 

64. The report of the joint study and the resulting strategy for the provision of soft 
sand across the National Park, together with the strategic policy approach of 
the WMP, will inform and be expressed in the forthcoming Waste and Minerals 
Sites Plan.  The WMP submission timetable did not allow for the prior 
production of a Local Aggregates Assessment as now required by the 
Framework.  The view of the Authorities is, however, that the requirement will 
be difficult to meet in the Plan area as there is only a limited number of sites 
producing aggregates and therefore data are largely covered by confidentiality 
agreements which would prevent their release.   

Conclusion on Issue 2 
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65. There is no evidential basis on which to amend the WMP policies relating to 
soft sand.  In these circumstances it would not be appropriate for the WMP to 
set a 7-year landbank for soft sand.  The Plan makes appropriate provision for 
soft sand extraction. 

Issue 3 – Whether the Plan deals appropriately, in its provision for the 

extraction of sand and gravel, with the nature conservation interest at 
Scotney Court Extension and Wall Farm, Lydd. 

66. Policy WMP10 :  Provision of Aggregates states simply that the Authorities will 
maintain provision for the production of land won aggregates at a rate of 0.10 

mtpa throughout the Plan period, and that the Mineral Planning Authorities will 
maintain a landbank of at least 7 years of planning permission for the 
extraction of sand and gravel.  Reserves approved at Scotney Court total just 
under 4 million tonnes.  Areas 10 (pp 1990), and 11 & 12 (pp 2000) of 
Scotney Court quarry lie within East Sussex and are (Area 10) or will be 
(Areas 11 & 12) worked in the Plan period.  The WMP landbank is therefore 
based on existing planning permissions.  For the East Sussex apportionment of 
the SEP not to be met, production would have to undershoot its permitted 
level by 2,400,000 tonnes – representing 74% of the approved reserves. 

67. The area forms part of the Dungeness peninsula, and serves both East Sussex 
and Kent.  Extraction has progressed from Kent into East Sussex.  Much of the 
Dungeness peninsula is covered by environmental designations.  The current 
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), which combined several earlier 
smaller SSSI units, was confirmed in 2006.  Natural England (formerly English 
Nature) is proposing to extend and promote a Special Protection Area (pSPA) 
and Ramsar designation (pRamsar):  these designations would cover or adjoin 
the entire sand and gravel resource within East Sussex. 

68. The Authorities have, in their work on the WMP, engaged in close involvement 
with Natural England throughout the preparation of the Plan, including 
7 meetings held between 2009 and 2012.  Whilst Natural England has, 
throughout the development plan process, expressed concerns about 
hydrological impacts potentially arising from the prospective minerals working 
at the Scotney Court extension and Wall Farm, those concerns have, according 
to the evidence of written representations and other letters from Natural 
England to East Sussex County Council, varied over time both in their intensity 
and their focus.  Moreover none, until the most recent representation made 
once the Examination Hearings were under way, has expressed anything that 
might be perceived as out-and-out opposition to the Plan. 

69. Natural England’s response to the draft WMP, made in November 2011, was 
made in advance of the final Appropriate Assessment Report which was 
completed in December 2011 (CD27).  Natural England’s letter dated 
30 January 2012, written in response to the Appropriate Assessment Report, 
notes its concern about hydrological impacts upon the adjacent protected site 
via extraction of water, lowering of the water table, disturbance to aquifers 
and drainage ditches feeding the protected site, and the potential of runoff and 
pumping operations to contaminate the adjacent pSPA and pRamsar sites.  
The letter advises that a report should be submitted at the earliest opportunity 
on the hydrological interactions between the minerals site and the European 
sites to be designated. 
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70. However, following a meeting held on 19 March 2012, Natural England in its 
Duly Made representation of 23 April 2012 on the submission WMP indicates 
that due to the particular circumstances of this site, having extant planning 
permission [for mineral working], in this instance it is appropriate for this 
information [on hydrological interactions via Widney Fleet] to be provided in 
due course as part of an appropriate assessment at project level.  In other 
words, Natural England’s Duly Made representation did not amount to an 
objection to the Waste and Minerals Plan, and could reasonably be regarded as 
an expression of qualified support.  The representation did not state the WMP 
to be unsound.  It made no reference to Policy WMP10, and did not state or 
allege that the Appropriate Assessment of the WMP had not been satisfactorily 
concluded. 

71. By the start of the Examination Hearings, however, Natural England had 
begun to make what became a series of further representations the tone of 
which progressively changed in the direction of opposition to the Plan on the 
very matter of potential hydrological impact, and which maintained that the 
Plan was unsound because hydrological concerns would result in failure to 
provide minerals in the quantities set by Policy WMP10.  Whilst it is not to be 
expected that a Duly Made representation of support can be subsequently 
changed to a representation of objection whilst retaining its Duly Made status, 
the content of the representations was obviously of relevance as a material 
consideration:  and on that basis an Examination Hearing was conducted with 
Natural England. 

72. The Appropriate Assessment (AA) of the WMP (CD27) states at Appendix 1 in 
relation to Policy WMP10 that there is no evidence on which to conclude that a 
simple commitment to provision of land won aggregates at a rate of 0.1mtpa 
is likely to lead to a significant effect on European sites.  On Policy WMP13 – 
Safeguarding Mineral Resources - the AA states in relation to Scotney Court 
Farm, Scotney Court Extension and Wall Farm that there is potential for 
disturbance of SPA birds using supporting habitat around the fields … in 
addition to hydrological impacts on the SAC.  The AA goes on to state, on 
Policy WMP13, that this policy must be read within the context of 
Policy WMP26 – Environment and Environmental Enhancement – which states 
that “proposals will not be granted where the development would have 

significant adverse impacts on sites of value for nature conservation including 
Special Areas of Conservation (SAC), Special Protection Areas (SPA) and 
Ramsar sites”.  Given this, it is not considered that likely significant effects will 

occur as a result of this policy. 

73. The immediate difficulty here is that planning permission has already been 
granted for mineral working at Scotney Farm Extension and Wall Farm.  
Evidence submitted to the Examination Hearing established that there is no 
mechanism for ‘parking’ an extant planning permission.  However, there will 
be an opportunity for a hydrological assessment to be made as part of the 
Review of Consents (RoC) under Regulation 63 of the Conservation of Habitats 
and Species Regulations 2010.  Regulation 63 states at (1) that where before 
the date on which a site becomes a European site … a competent authority 

have decided to undertake, or have given any consent, permission or other 
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authorisation for a plan or project to which regulation 61(1)7 would apply if it 
were to be reconsidered as of that date, the authority must as soon as 

reasonably practicable (a) review their decision or, as the case may be, the 
consent, permission or other authorisation;  and (b) affirm, modify or revoke 
it;  and at (2) that they must for that purpose make an appropriate 
assessment of the implications for the site in view of that site’s conservation 
objectives.  There is scope under RoC procedure to require, by condition, 
methods of extraction and working which would minimise the impact upon the 
hydrological régime and consequent impact upon feeding grounds of the 
protected species (principally the hen harrier). 

74. The initial position taken by Natural England was that the work on hydrological 
investigation, in order to assess the likelihood of significant effects upon the 
pSPA and pRamsar site, would be undertaken as part of an Appropriate 
Assessment at project level and that this would be sufficient.  The source of 
this position, and the reason for it, was clearly that Natural England 
understood Regulation 63 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species 
Regulations 2010, which requires such work to be done in any case given the 
prospective European designations.  There is no need to allege unsoundness 
on the part of the WMP in order to secure such work, and the Duly Made 
representation by Natural England presumably took this into account. 

75. In any case, WMP Table 11, which sets out estimated mineral reserves, 
includes against the estimated dates of extraction for Scotney Court Extension 
and Wall Farm, that these will be subject to further HRA.  In addition, the 
Authorities propose a new footnote to Policy WMP10 which would indicate that 
if it appeared that the provision for the production of land-won aggregates was 
not being maintained, a specific review of Policy WMP10 would be carried out.  
This would cover the possibility of identifying further feasible reserves.  If this 
was not possible, the Authorities would need to consider other options with 
adjoining Minerals Planning Authorities and the Marine Management 
Organisation8. 

Conclusion on Issue 3 

76. In these circumstances, the Plan deals appropriately, in its provision for the 
extraction of sand and gravel, with the nature conservation interest at Scotney 
Court Extension and Wall Farm, Lydd. 

Issue 4 – Whether the emphasis of the Plan upon Areas of Focus (for 
waste development) is justified and consistent with national policy. 

77. The Areas of Focus are broadly based and are indicated on the Key Diagram, 
according to which their boundaries are not precisely defined.  This approach 
complies with the requirement of PPS10 at ¶17 that waste planning authorities 
should identify in development plan documents …  areas suitable for new or 
enhanced waste management facilities for the waste management needs of 
their areas.  It is the forthcoming Waste and Minerals Sites Plan which will 

                                       
 
7 Regulation 61(1) (a) applies to a plan or project which is likely to have a significant effect on a 
European site …(either alone or in combination with other plans or projects). 
8 Doc ESSDBH/14 ¶1.17. 
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single out and specify particular sites on the basis of precise boundaries.  The 
Sites Plan may include both existing sites for enhancement and new sites 
where these have been identified.  The WMP policies will apply to any proposal 
for waste development, whether made on an allocated site or on a site not 
hitherto identified in the development plan process.  As a Plan operating at a 
strategic level the WMP will provide guidance to the developers of waste 
management facilities on the broad areas within which proposals for waste 
development are at least more likely to be considered favourably.  The Areas 
of Focus represent those broad areas. 

78. The WMP contains extensive explanation of the AoF within the 2 pages of text 
which immediately precede Policy WMP6a – Sustainable Locations for Waste 
Development (excluding land disposal).  WMP6a states at its outset that sites 
for additional waste recycling and recovery facilities, whether new 
developments or extensions to operations on existing sites, should be sought 

within the broad Areas of Focus indicated on the Key Diagram inset plan.  The 
policy goes on to state that proposals for development will only be considered 
outside of the Areas of Focus if it can be demonstrated that: (a) there are no 

suitable sites available within the Areas of Focus to meet identified needs, or 
they are small-scale facilities predominantly to meet smaller, more localised 

needs only; … [and] (c) they are well related to the relevant main treatment 
facilities within the Plan area.  In the preceding text, ¶3.26 states that this 
policy identifies areas (‘Areas of Focus’) where the best opportunities for the 

development of waste recycling and recovery facilities are most likely to be 
found;  and ¶3.29 states that the Areas of Focus are those where the greatest 
sustainability benefits are likely to be achieved … as they are more likely to be 
close to waste arisings;  better transport network;  complementary industries 
and waste development, for potential co-location;  existing facilities where 

there is scope for expansion.   

79. The AoF have attracted criticism from some Representors on the grounds that 
they are too specific:  and that they omit a number of existing established 
waste management sites and would (in conjunction with Policy WMP21) 
preclude the expansion of such sites beyond the existing site boundaries.  
However, it seems that the higher-order policy requirement, of the Framework 
and of PPS10 (which remains extant until superseded by the new National 
Waste Management Plan for England) for sustainable development, may have 
been underestimated by those who oppose the WMP in relation to AoF.  The 
intention is that the AoF should represent the most sustainable broad locations 
for new waste management development, and should make these clear to 
users of the Plan.  Where existing established waste management sites lie 
outside the AoF, the Plan would preclude expansion beyond the existing 
boundaries.  However, this stance is justified in that to do otherwise could 
inappropriately reinforce and entrench an operation to a degree which would 
be unsustainable (unless detailed and specific evidence were to demonstrate 
otherwise) when measured against up-to-date policy and management 
imperatives. 

80. In part, the AoF are based (in the sense of a negative, in that they avoid 
them) upon the location of the many spatial constraints which exist within the 
Plan area.  These include the South Downs National Park and the High Weald 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB);  Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI);  Special Protection Areas (SPA), Special Areas of Conservation 
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(SAC), and Ramsar sites; Ancient Woodlands;  Historic Parks and Gardens; 
and areas prone to flooding.  Together these amount to an area equivalent to 
about two-thirds of the county.  However, those areas which are left over (in 
the sense of a positive) either border or include the urban areas and much of 
the main transport routes:  where the most sustainable locations for 
development close to the sources of waste are most likely to be found. 

81. Policies WMP6a and WMP6b give expression to the Areas of Focus.  WMP6b 
shows in more detail what is intended, indicating that (effectively within the 
AoF, but in accordance with Policy WMP6a outside the AoF if justified) 
preferred locations for waste development are general industrial land including 
general industrial estates;  employment land (B2/B8 uses); previously-
developed land; and land already in waste management uses.   

82. PPS10 states at ¶3 that all planning authorities should … prepare and deliver 
planning strategies that … provide a framework in which communities take 

more responsibility for their own waste.  The Areas of Focus are consistent 
with this approach.  Policy WMP6a provides for smaller-scale development to 
meet the needs of local communities, even in the areas of environmental 
constraint such as the National Park, which is also consistent with the 
responsibility-based approach of PPS10.  Policy WMP24 – General Amenity 
provides the necessary safeguards against unacceptable effect on the standard 
of amenity appropriate to the established, permitted or allocated land uses of 
the local and host communities likely to be affected by the development 

including transport links. 

Conclusion on Issue 4 

83. In these circumstances, the emphasis of the Plan upon Areas of Focus is 
justified and consistent with national policy. 

Issue 5 – Whether the Plan offers sufficient encouragement to schemes 

for combined heat and power (CHP) consistent with national policy. 

84. In the explanatory text of the WMP which provides the setting and justification 
for Policy WMP2c – Energy from Waste, ¶2.85 points to the national policy 
position that energy derived from waste will contribute to the UK’s target of 
obtaining 15% of its energy from renewable resources by 2020;  and ¶2.86 in 
particular emphasises that Combined Heat and Power (CHP) can provide an 
important benefit to a community where such a facility is located and this is 

covered further in Policy WMP19 – Community Involvements and Benefits. 

85. Representors suggest that the WMP does not reflect the positive 
encouragement of renewable energy generation contained in the Framework 
(at ¶97-98), and that the National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy 
specifically encourages projects using biomass in energy generation.  That 
may be so:  but there is an obvious potential tension between renewable 
energy policy and waste management policy, with energy from waste at its 
interface or front line. 

86. The South East Plan (SEP) at ¶10.36-10.37, in relation to SEP Policy W11 - 
Biomass, sets out the difficulty quite clearly.  Having pointed out that 
approximately 45% of material currently collected at amenity sites and/or 
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kerbside collections is green or wood waste which has the potential for use as 
a biomass fuel … and could play an important role in generating renewable 

energy, the SEP identifies the point of tension which is that it is clear that 
renewable energy targets should not drive waste management decisions, 
which should be made in the context of the waste hierarchy and assessment of 

the optimal management solution [my emphasis].  The targets assume that as 
much biomass waste as practicably possible will be recycled and composted 

rather than used for energy generation.  ‘Recycling’, which includes 
composting (if it meets quality protocols) stands above ‘other recovery’ (which 
includes incineration with energy recovery and therefore CHP) in the Waste 
Hierarchy, the diagrammatic representation of which (reproduced as WMP 
Fig.1) clearly implies that in terms of quantity of waste treated, ‘recycling’ 
should outweigh ‘other recovery’ and vastly outweigh ‘disposal’.   

87. Sustainable development incorporates transport considerations concerning the 
movement of waste.  On that basis a large CHP project which entailed the 
import of biomass waste on a scale which would not otherwise be necessary 
(other than to fuel the plant) might not be considered, in the ultimate balance, 
to be sustainable.  The WMP quite properly does not distinguish between such 
projects on the basis of scale:  which means in effect that in practice smaller-
scale CHP projects, intended to serve for example a business/industrial estate 
or a mixed-use site complex including residential development, might be more 
likely to represent sustainable development.  But such an outcome would not 
indicate a lack of support for CHP in principle. 

88. It would also be inappropriate for the WMP to go further than it does in 
encouraging CHP, for 2 reasons.  Firstly, PPS10 states that in identify[ing] the 
type or types of waste management facility that would be appropriately 
located on the allocated site [this, in respect of site-level plans] or in the 
allocated area [such as, in the WMP, the Areas of Focus] waste planning 
authorities [should] take care to avoid stifling innovation in line with the waste 

hierarchy.  Secondly, the WMP does not take the approach of identifying 
strategic sites on which, if it did, there would be a requirement and 
expectation that evidence would be provided to support and justify such a 
strategic allocation. 

Conclusion on Issue 5   

89. In these circumstances, the Plan offers sufficient encouragement to schemes 
for combined heat and power (CHP), and is consistent with national policy. 

Issue 6 - Whether the WMP is consistent with the commitment of Rother 

District development plan policies to the Combe Valley Countryside Park. 

90. A number of existing waste management facilities are located off Freshfields 
Road, Pebsham, Bexhill.  Permission for the development of a landfill/landraise 
site was granted in 1989.  Under the most recent planning permission for 
landfill, in 2008, permission was granted for the use of the ‘Northern 
Quadrant’ cell for the landfilling of non-hazardous and non-inert material for a 
capacity of 489,000 tonnes.  As of January 2012, Pebsham Landfill is known to 
have a remaining capacity of 150,000 tonnes remaining under the extant 
planning permission.  This represents a significant part of the diminishing 
resource of landfill capacity.  No condition was imposed upon the planning 
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permission to require an end date to the landfill operations. 

91. On a separate site to the south-west of the landfill, a waste and recyclables 
transfer station occupies a site on the west side of Freshfields Road replacing a 
refuse-derived fuel plant.  A household waste recycling centre previously 
occupied a site on the other (east) side of Freshfields Road, but has been 
moved to be immediately adjacent to the transfer station.  There is a 
substantial area of open land to the east side of Freshfields Road, both 
including and beyond the former household waste site, which remains 
allocated in the adopted Waste Local Plan under WLP Policy 8e (and shown on 
Inset Plan 9), under which proposals for materials recovery facilities/waste 
transfer facilities will be supported.    

92. The WMP does not identify WLP Policy 8e as a policy to be replaced.  
Consequently, WLP Policy 8e is saved until the adoption of the forthcoming 
Waste and Minerals Sites Plan.  Rother District Council is concerned that the 
WMP, which is a strategic document, contains no commitment not to pursue 
the further development of waste management facilities, either on the site of 
the existing landfill or on the site to the east of Freshfields Road:  a concern 
increased by the apparent inclusion of the sites within a diagrammatic Area of 
Focus. 

93. Rother DC emphasises its own commitment to the development of the Combe 
Valley Countryside Park, as contained in the adopted Rother District Local Plan 
2006 under Policy BX4, in the North East Bexhill Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) 2009, in the Rother Submission Core Strategy 2012 
(currently under Examination), and in the Combe Valley Countryside Park 
Development Strategy and Implementation Plan adopted in 2012.  Rother DC 
also points to Condition 5 of planning permission Ref.RR/525/CM which 
requires the prior submission and the implementation of a detailed aftercare 
and management plan to be implemented in full for the Pebsham Landfill Site, 
including timescales and an annual aftercare monitoring report:  the condition 
imposed for the reason in the interests of the amenity of the locality and the 
implementation of the Countryside Park. 

94. However, the WMP does not allocate sites for waste management facilities.  
If a proposal were made, in advance of the forthcoming Waste and Minerals 
Sites Plan, for a facility either on the existing landfill site or on the land to the 
east of Freshfields Road shown in WLP Inset Plan 9, it would be considered in 
relation to WMP policies.  In principle such a proposal would appear to comply 
with Policy WMP6a in terms of its location within the AoF, and also with 
Policy WMP5 (since the Pebsham sites are safeguarded under that policy).  
Nevertheless,  a landfill proposal would have to be considered also under 
WMP7a which imposes demanding criteria aimed at reducing proposals for 
landfilling, and criteria to secure amenity. 

95. A proposal either for landfill or for built waste facilities would have to comply 
with the development management policies of the WMP including WMP24 
which requires there to be no unacceptable effect on the standard of amenity 
appropriate to the established, permitted or allocated land uses of the local 
and host communities likely to be affected by the development [my emphasis].  
The Countryside Park allocation under Rother District development plan 
policies (and as protected by the condition on the planning permission for the 
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existing landfill in which the Countryside Park is integral to the reason for the 
condition) would be a highly material and significant element in that 
consideration.  The relationship between the boundaries of the Countryside 
Park allocation (which have been altered in the past) and those of the Areas of 
Focus (which are necessarily diagrammatic) would be a relevant policy 
consideration:  as would the character of the landscape and environment in 
the surroundings.  Much of the land surrounding the Pebsham waste sites is 
green and open ground, as is the area of landraise previously restored to 
grassland;  and large expanses of the surroundings include reedbeds 
important to nature conservation.  Within this context there are also extensive 
waste management uses, including the large waste water treatment works to 
the northwest of the landfill site, and which is located within the Countryside 
Park.  Consideration of any proposal would involve the striking of a balance 
between these features, and others, against the needs for development at the 
time of any application.  

96. The evidence is that the WMP together with existing statutory and emerging 
development plan documents (and existing planning permission) provide an 
adequate policy context for the consideration of any waste development 
proposals that might be made in advance of the adoption of the future Waste 
and Minerals Sites Plan;  and that it would be neither necessary nor 
appropriate for the WMP to go further in its provisions in relation to the 
Pebsham sites.  The Authorities propose a minor modification to supplement 
the wording within the ‘grey box’ on p54-55 of the WMP, which sets out the 
Overarching Strategy for Built Waste Facilities, to provide clarification that the 
sites named (which include Pebsham) will be saved only until the Waste Sites 
DPD comes into force and replaces the WLP. 

Conclusion on Issue 6 

97. In these circumstances, the WMP is consistent with the commitment of Rother 
District development plan policies for the Combe Valley Countryside Park. 

Issue 7 – Whether in the absence of the Model Policy the WMP would be 
sound. 

98. The presumption in favour of sustainable development is seen by Ministers as 
being at the heart of their planning policy reforms.  Ministers now therefore 
require the model policy to be included as standard in all development plan 
documents.  Without the model policy, the development plan document will 
not be sound. 

99. The Authorities propose a modification to the WMP to introduce the model 
policy, the wording of which closely reproduces the greater part of the original.  
The omission of a single sentence  ‘It will always work proactively with 
applicants jointly to find solutions which mean that proposals can be approved 
wherever possible, and to secure development that improves the economic, 
social and environmental conditions in the area’ makes no effective difference 
to the policy and does not weaken or prejudice its force in operation, given 
that the words ‘work proactively’ can be understood as being included in the 
phrase ‘will take a positive approach’;  and the concern to achieve 
development that improves the economic, social and environmental conditions 

in the area is clearly included in the policies and text of the WMP read as a 
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whole. 

100. Representors focus their consultation responses upon what constitutes 
sustainable development.  Under the heading Achieving sustainable 
development, the Framework sets out at p2 its understanding of sustainable 
development in accordance with Resolution 24/187 of the United Nations 
General Assembly:  defined as meeting the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.  The 
Framework quotes the 5 guiding principles of sustainable development as set 
out in the UK Sustainable Development Strategy as:  living within the planet’s 
environmental limits;  ensuring a strong, healthy and just society;  achieving a 
sustainable economy;  promoting good governance;  and using sound science 
responsibly. 

101. The Waste and Minerals Plan contains policies which, against the evidential 
background and the explanation provided, are clearly capable of 
implementation so as to achieve sustainable development in accordance with 
the Framework and its presumption in favour of sustainable development.  The 
inclusion of the model policy as a requirement of government emphasises a 
commitment already present in, and consistent with, the provisions of the 
Plan. 

Conclusion on Issue 7 

102. In the context of the government’s requirements, the WMP would not be 
sound in the absence of the model policy, which should be included in 
accordance with my recommendation below (as MM1).  

Other Matters 

Restoration to Agriculture 

103. Though Policy WMP16 – Restoration does not explicitly include agriculture, 
neither does it exclude this particular after-use.  The policy applies, and can be 
read as applying, to a range of after-uses.  Though it states that restoration, 
after-use and aftercare arrangements should maximise the potential benefits, 

enhancements and opportunities, particularly for landscape and biodiversity, 
and its criteria include [sensitivity] to … local landscape character and 
distinctiveness, and [demonstration] how proposed habitat restoration and 
creation plans can assist in achieving Biodiversity Action Plan targets, and how 
the amenity value of the restored site could be realised, these requirements 
are not necessarily inconsistent with agriculture.  Explanatory ¶5.2 of the Plan 
text explicitly includes agriculture among its list of specified potential after-
uses (which also include nature conservation, commercial redevelopment, 
leisure and tourism).   

Does WMP3 ‘go beyond’ the Framework on alternative (mineral) materials? 

104. The Framework states at ¶143 that in preparing Local Plans, local planning 
authorities should … so far as practicable, take account of the contribution that 
substitute or secondary and recycled materials and minerals waste would 

make to the supply of materials, before considering extraction of primary 
materials, whilst aiming to source minerals supplies indigenously.   
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105. Policy WMP3 of the Plan states as an overarching principle, at item (c), 
allowing primary mineral production only where it is demonstrated the need 

cannot be met by sources of alternative materials, and that there is evidence 
of viable resources.  Though this sounds onerous, the reader may focus 
unnecessarily upon the qualification only, whereas this should be read in 
conjunction with its extension where demonstrated:  the key lying in ¶2.100 of 
the explanatory text, which states that some flexibility must be retained 
because the availability and specification of secondary materials are not 
uniform, and therefore can be less reliable than primary sources.  Not all 

primary minerals can be replaced by alternatives and relative distribution can 
affect sustainability.  The utilisation of alternatives could therefore be limited.  
In such a case, the requirement to demonstrate that secondary materials 
would not suffice would not be unreasonably hard to meet;  so that the 
requirement would accord with the Framework qualification so far as [is] 
practicable. 

106. The evidence is that the aggregates apportionment in the Secretary of State’s 
Proposed Modifications to the review of Policy M3 of the South East Plan is 
based on National and Regional Aggregates Guidelines which already assume a 
contribution to overall materials supply from recycled and secondary sources.  
The statistical basis for Policy WMP3(c) is therefore sound. 

107. In these circumstances, Policy WMP3 does not ‘go beyond’ the Framework on 
alternative (mineral) materials.  

Minerals Safeguarding Areas 

108. The Framework states at ¶143 that local planning authorities should define 
Minerals Safeguarding Areas and adopt appropriate policies in order that 
known locations of specific minerals resources of local and national importance 
are not needlessly sterilised by non-mineral development, whilst not creating a 

presumption that resources defined will be worked;  and define Minerals 
Consultation Areas based on these Minerals Safeguarding Areas. 

109. In response to the representation that Minerals Safeguarding Areas and 
Minerals Consultation Areas should be designated without reference to 
constraints, the Authorities propose (as change C28) to delete from 
Policy WMP13 the words As mineral resources in the Plan Area are particularly 
constrained;  to include the explicit reference to Minerals Safeguarding Areas 
within the policy wording;  and to correct the reference to the subsequent DPD 
to Waste and Minerals Sites Plan.  The change meets the objection and 
improves clarity.  

Overall Conclusion and Recommendation 

110. The Plan has a deficiency in relation to soundness for the reasons 
set out above which mean that I recommend non-adoption of it as 

submitted, in accordance with Section 20(7A) of the Act.  The 
deficiency has been explored in Issue 7 set out above.  Consideration 

of Issues 1-6 has identified no other unsoundness. 

111. The Authorities have requested that I recommend main 
modifications to make the Plan sound and/or legally compliant and 
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capable of adoption.  I conclude that with the recommended main 
modification (MM1) set out in the Appendix the East Sussex, South 

Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan satisfies the 
requirements of Section 20(5) of the 2004 Act and meets the criteria 
for soundness in the Framework.  

    

S HollandS HollandS HollandS Holland 

INSPECTOR 

Appendix – Main Modification MM1 

 
Insert the following new text and new policy WMP NPPF (to be inserted after 
paragraph 2.47 and before the heading ‘Minerals and Waste Development Affecting 
the South Downs National Park (WMP1): 
 
Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development (WMP NPPF) 
 
Purpose of Policy WMP NPPF 
 
To ensure that decisions are taken in line with the presumption in favour of 
sustainable development as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF). 
 
The Government published in March 2012 its National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF) which sets out its planning policies for England and how these are expected 
to be applied. 
 
At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable development.  
The NPPF requires that policies in Local Plans should follow the approach of the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
 
The Waste and Minerals Plan is based on the principles of sustainable development.  
This is demonstrated in the Vision and Objectives, and the policies which seek 
sustainable solutions. 
 
Planning law requires planning decisions to be determined in accordance with the 
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  The NPPF 
states that it does not change the statutory status of the development plan as the 
starting point for decision making. 
 
In order to ensure that the presumption is taken into account in the Authorities’ 
approach to waste and minerals development, the following policy is included in the 
Plan: 
 
Policy WMP NPPF 
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The Authorities will take a positive approach to waste and minerals 
development that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable 

development contained in the National Planning Policy Framework. 
 
Waste and minerals development that accords with policies in this Plan 

and subsequent Plans will be approved without delay, unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise.  Where there are no policies relevant to 

the proposal or the relevant policies are out of date at the time of making 
the decision, then the Authorities will grant permission unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise – taking into account whether:- 
 

• Any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
policies in the National Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole;  

or 
 
• Specific policies in that Framework indicate that development should 

be restricted1. 
 

 
Footnote 1: 
 

For example, those policies relating to land within a National Park;  an 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty;  sites protected under the Birds and 

Habitats Directives and/or as Sites of Special Scientific Interest;  
designated heritage assets;  and locations at risk of flooding or coastal 
erosion.   

 


